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This paper is the third in a series of papers examining in detail the local
theta correspondences attached to the reductive dual pairs (SL2(F ), O(F ))
where F is a p-adic field of characteristic zero and O is the orthogonal
group attached to a quaternary quadratic form with coefficients in F and
of Witt rank one over F. In this paper we make a conjecture giving a
functorial interpretation of the correspondences and we provide substantial
evidence for the conjecture.
The conjecture generalizes and refines a result of Cognet [C] and it is
consistent with the generally held expectation that theta correspondences
attached to groups close in split rank should have functorial interpreta-
tions; see, e.g., [A], [Au] and [MS] for examples. When theta corres-
pondences do not have functorial interpretations (in the strict sense of
Langlands as opposed to Arthur’s formulation), the examples can have
profound arithmetic significance, as witnessed by the counterexample to the
generalized Ramanujan conjecture in [HPS]. The results that we prove
here that provide evidence for the conjecture complement the results of
[C] and [R2] on these correspondences. They are also consistent with
Kudla’s conjectures (see, e.g., [R1]) and those of Prasad [P]. In future
papers we plan to provide further evidence for our conjecture, in particular,
for p odd, using the lattice model of the oscillator representation and the
results of [M3].
To explain our results and methods, we first recall the general setting of
theta correspondences for symplectic and orthogonal groups (see, e.g.,
[MVW], [H]). For i=1, 2, let Vi be a finite-dimensional vector space
over F equipped with a nondegenerate bilinear form ( , ) i ; assume that
( , ) 1 is skew-symmetric while ( , ) 2 is symmetric. Equip W=V1 V2
with the skew-symmetric form ( , ) coming from tensoring the ( , ) i . Let
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G1 , G2 and G be the isometry groups of ( , )1 , ( , ) 2 and ( , ) , respec-
tively, and identify G1 and G2 with subgroups of G via their usual actions
on W; then (G1 , G2) is called a reductive dual pair in G. Let / be a non-
trivial additive character of F and let |/ denote the (smooth) oscillator
representation of G attached to / where G is the (unique) nontrivial two-
fold cover of G. For H a closed subgroup of G, let H denote the inverse
image of H in G and let R/(H ) denote the set of irreducible admissible
representations of H which occur as quotients of |/ |H . Then G 1 and G 2
commute and R/( G1 G2
t
) gives rise to a correspondence between R/(G 1)
and R/(G 2). These correspondences are called theta correspondences. We
denote these correspondences by %: R/(G 1)  R/(G 2) and %: R/(G 2) 
R/(G 1); the direction of % will be clear from context. Theta correspondences
are known in general to be bijections for p odd [Wa] and for all p in the
cases considered in this paper [R]. Furthermore, in all cases considered
here, the space V2 will be even-dimensional and thus the G 1 and G 2 are
trivial covers so that we write, in an abuse of notation, R/(G1) and R/(G2)
instead of R/(G 1) and R/(G 2). Elements of these sets will be considered as
representations of G1 and G2 , respectively.
Then our argument and organization for this paper are as follows. In the
first section, we establish notation and recall briefly known results that will
be necessary in what follows. These results include the parameterization of
the admissible duals of GL2(F ) and SL2(F ), the results of the first paper in
this series [M1] on which representations of SL2(F ) occur in R/(SL2(F ))
for the pair (SL2(F ), O(F )), some of the results of the second paper in this
series [M2] on which representations of O(F ) can occur in R/(O(F )),
quadratic base change for GL2(F ) and SL2(F ) and finally the results of
[C] that will be necessary.
We begin the second section by stating the conjecture. To this end, let
E denote the quadratic extension of F attached to the anisotropic part of
the quadratic form defining O, for ? an irreducible admissible representa-
tion of GL2(F ), let bc(?) denote its base change to GL2(F ) and for b in F_
define /b : F  C_ by /b(a)=/(ba). Then recalling that PSL2(E) is
isomorphic to the commutator subgroup of O(V ) and that the central
character of bc(?) factors through the norm map NEF : E _  F_ the
conjecture can be stated as follows:
Conjecture. Let ? be an irreducible admissible representation of SL2(F ).
(i) ? is in R/(SL2(F )) if and only if ? is trivial or ? has a Whittaker
model with respect to / or /b with b in NEF (E_).
(ii) If ? is in R/(SL2(F )); then the restriction of %(?) to PSL2(E)
consists of representations in the L-packet for SL2(E) obtained from that
of ? by base change.
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It follows from [C] that if ? is an infinite-dimensional irreducible
admissible representation of G1=SL2(F ), then there exists ?$ in the
L-packet of ? such that ?$ is in R/(G1) and such that the restriction of %(?)
to PSL2(E) consists of representations in the L-packet for SL2(E) obtained
from that of ? by base change. Thus our conjecture refines and generalizes
Cognet’s result. The further evidence we provide for this conjecture is as
follows. First, in [M1] we showed that the prescribed Whittaker model
condition in (ii) is sufficient for occurrence. Second, in Proposition 2.2 of
the paper we show that the conjecture holds for ? in singleton L-packets.
This is immediate from [C] for all but the trivial representation. For the
trivial representation we appeal to the results of [M2]. Thus it remains to
prove the conjecture for the so-called Weil representations of G1 , i.e., those
representations in an L-packet coming from a representation ?(%) of
G$1(F )=GL2(F ) as in [JL] where % is a character of K_, KF a quadratic
extension. With this notation, we show in Theorem 2.5 that if bc(?(%)) is
not supercuspidal, then the number of representations in R/(O(V )) whose
restriction to PSL2(E) consists of representations in the L-packet attached
to bc(?(%)) is equal to the number of representations which have both the
prescribed Whittaker model property of (i) and the property that their
L-packet base changes to the L-packet attached to bc(?(%)). The proof uses
the results of [M2]. Finally, in Theorem 2.8 we prove a similar, although
weaker, result for ?(%) where bc(?(%)) is supercuspidal. The proof here is
relatively straightforward with the exception of the case where an L-packet
with two elements base changes to an L-packet with four elements. For this
case we use some Galois theory, representation theory of the Weil group
and local class field theory.
1. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS
In this section we establish notation, recall the parameterization of the
admissible dual of G1=SL2(F ) and recall some other known results
necessary for this paper. We will be brief in our discussion.
Let F be a nonarchimedean local field of characteristic 0. Let p denote
the residual characteristic of F and let O=OF , P=PF , |=|F , k=kF ,
q=qF , and | |=| |F denote, respectively, the ring of integers, the prime
ideal, a uniformizing parameter, the residue field and the absolute value on
F normalized so that |x|=q&&(x) where &=&F denotes the order function
on F. Let U=UF=O_F and U
n=U nF=1+P
n
F for n a positive integer.
Further, for KF a Galois extension of fields, let 1(KF ) denote the
associated Galois group and if, in addition, [K : F]<, let NKF=N
denote the norm map and let K1=K 1F , the norm one elements in K.
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Finally, fix an algebraic closure F of F and a Weil group WF ; let the
associated Weil group notation be as in [T].
For G a group and _ a representation (all representations assumed
smooth unless stated otherwise) of a subgroup H of G, let Ind(G, H; _)
denote the representation of G induced by _ (form of induction determined
by context) and for g in G, let _ g denote the representation of H g= gHg&1
defined by _ g(h)=_(g&1hg) for h in H g. If J is a subgroup of H, we let _| J
denote the restriction of _ to J. Further, if JdH and _ is a representation
of HJ, then we also view _ as a representation of H via inflation. If _ and
{ representations of G, then we let HomG(_, {) denote the set of G-inter-
twining operators from _ to { with the category, once again, specified by
context. Finally, we let G 7 denote the admissible dual of G.
By a character, we mean a (not necessarily unitary) one-dimensional
representation. If / is a character of F_, we also view / as a character of
WF via local class field theory and as a character of GL2(F ) by composi-
tion with det, the determinant map. Further, if KF is a finite-dimensional
Galois extension, we view / as a character /K of K_ via composition with
NKF . If / is a character of F and a is an element of F, we let /a denote the
character of F defined by /a( y)=/(ay). Finally, we say representations ?1
and ?2 of GL2(F ) are twist equivalent if there exists a character ’ of F_
such that ?1 $?2 ’.
We now briefly recall the parameterization of the admissible dual of
G1(F )=SL2(F ) in [LL]. To do this we first recall the parameterization of
the admissible dual of G$1(F )=GL2(F ) in [JL] in a form suitable for our
purposes. If + and & are characters of F_ such that +(x) &&1(x){|x| or
|x|&1, let ?(+, &) denote the irreducibly induced (normalized induction)
principal series representation of G$1 attached to + and &. Note that
?(+, &)$?(&, +). If +(x) &&1(x)=|x|, write +=/| | 12 and &=/| |&12 and
let _(+, &) denote the special representation corresponding to the unique
invariant subspace of the space of the associated induced representation
from the Borel subgroup of G$1 and let ?(+, &)($/) denote the correspond-
ing quotient. Similarly, if +(x) &&1(x)=|x| &1, let _(+, &) denote the corre-
sponding special representation (now the quotient) and ?(+, &) the corre-
sponding one-dimensional. Note that _(+, &)$_(&, +) and ?(+, &)$?(&, +).
Further, if KF is quadratic and % is a character of K _, let ?(%)=?(\)
denote the corresponding irreducible representation of G$1 associated to
\=Ind(WF , WK ; %); note that ?(%)$?(%&1) and note also that ? is super-
cuspidal if and only if % does not factor through NKF which in turn
happens if and only if \ is irreducible. We call representations of the form
?(%) Weil representations. The irreducible representations of G$1 not of one
of the above forms are called exceptional and occur only if p=2. These
representations are supercuspidal and can be parameterized naturally
in terms of the primitive (i.e., not induced from a proper subgroup)
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two-dimensional representations of WF [Ku]; for _ such a representation of
WF , we write ?(_) for the corresponding exceptional representation.
Finally, we note that the representations enjoy no other equivalences with
the exception that if + and & are characters of F_ with +&&1 of order two,
then ?(+, &)$?(+K) where KF is the quadratic extension of F associated
to +&&1 by local class field theory.
Now let G1=G1(F )=SL2(F ) viewed as a subgroup of G$1 . Then we
have:
Theorem 1.1 [LL]. Let ?1 be an irreducible representation of G1 . Then
there exists an irreducible representation ? of G$1 , unique up to twist equiv-
alence, which contains ?1 upon restriction to G1 . The L-packet of ?1 is of the
form [?1 , ..., ?s] where the ?i are distinct irreducible representations of G1
and the restriction of ? to G1 decomposes as si=1 ?i . Further, given
1i, js there exists g in G$1 such that ? gi $? j . Moreover, with / a
character of F_:
(i) If ? is not a Weil representation, then s=1. Further, if ?/$?,
then / is trivial.
(ii) If ?=?(%) with % a character of K_ such that %|K1 is not of order
two, then s=2 and ? gi $? i if and only det g is a norm from K
_. Further,
?/$? if and only if / is trivial or /=|KF , the character of F_
associated to K by local class field theory. If ? is supercuspidal in this setting,
then \ is singly imprimitive (i.e., can only be induced nontrivially from WK).
(iii) If ?=?(%) with % a character of K_ such that %|K 1 is of order
two, then s=4. In this case, \ is triply imprimitive and if Ki , i=1, 2, 3, are
the fields such that \ may be induced from WKi and L is their composite, then
1(LF )$Z2ZZ2Z and ? gi =?i if and only if det g is a norm from L
_.
Further, ?$?/ if and only if / is trivial or /=|KiF for some i.
(iv) The collection of distinct L-packets partitions G71 . Further,
another representation ?$ in (G$1)7 gives rise to the same L-packet as ? if and
only if ? and ?$ can be realized as follows:
(a) ?=?(+, &) and ?$=?(+$, &$) with +&&1=(+$)(&$)&1;
(b) ?=_(+, &) and ?$=_(+, &$) with +&&1=(+$)(&$)&1;
(c) ?=?(%) and ?=?$(%$) with % and %$ on K_ with %(%$)&1|K 1=1;
(d) ?=?(_) and ?$=?(_$) with _ and _$ projectively equivalent
primitive representations.
In what follows we will distinguish among the ? i by their Whittaker
models. In particular, recall that if ? is an infinite-dimensional irreducible
representation of G$ and ? is a nontrivial character of F, then ? has, up to
scaling, a unique Whittaker model with respect to ’ and, of course, if ? is
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finite-dimensional, then it has no Whittaker models. Thus for infinite-
dimensional ?, we let ?(+, &; ’) denote the component of ?(+, &) with
’-Whittaker model and similarly for _(+, &), ?(%) and ?(_). The only
remaining representation is the trivial representation which we denote by 1.
Finally, for a in F_ and ? an irreducible representation of G1 , let ?a=?g
where g is an element of G$1 with det g=a. Then one checks that if ? has
all ’-Whittaker model, then ?a has an ’a -Whittaker model.
We continue by recalling the result of [M1] that will be necessary for
this paper. To this end, let EF be a quadratic extension and set
V=[A # M2(E ) | A t=A] where A denotes the matrix obtained from A by
applying _ to each entry where 1(EF )=(_) . Now the negative of the
determinant map det : M2(E)  E when restricted to V maps to F and
defines a quadratic form, Q say, on V viewed as an F vector space. Let H1
denote the isometry group of this form. Further, for / a nontrivial additive
character of F, let R/(G1) denote the representations in the admissible dual
of G1 that occur in the theta correspondence attached to / and the reduc-
tive dual pair (G1 , H1); see [H] and [MVW] for more details concerning
theta correspondences.
Theorem 1.2 [M1]. If ? is an irreducible representation of G1 such that
either, for some b in NEF (E_), ?b has a Whittaker model with respect to /,
or ? is trivial, then ? is in R/(G1).
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 have the following consequences: If ?$ is
an irreducible representation of G$1 that cannot be realized as a ?(%) with
% a character of E_, then the entire L-packet for G1 associated to ? occurs
in R/(G1). On the other hand if ? can be realized as a ?(%) with % a charac-
ter of E _, then at least half of the representations in the associated
L-packet occur. See [M1, Corollary 2.5] for details.
We now recall the results on base change from SL2(F ) to SL2(E ) [LL]
that will be necessary in what follows. To begin, we first recall base change
from G$(F )=GL2(F ) to G$1(E )=GL2(E) [L]. In particular, if ?, is an
irreducible representation of G$1(F ), let bc(?) denote its
(LanglandsSaitoShintani) base change to G$1(E ).
Theorem 1.3. Let ? be an irreducible representation of G$1(F ).
(i) If ?$?(+, &) with + and & characters of F_, then bc(?)$
?(+E , &E).
(ii) If ?$_(+, &) with + and & characters of F_, then bc(?)$
_(+E , &E).
(iii) If ?$?(%)=?(\) with % a character of K_, KF quadratic, then
bc(?)$?(\ |WE). In particular, if K{E, then bc(?)$?(%KE), and if K=E,
then bc(?)$?(%, %_) where (_)=1(EF ).
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(iv) If ? is exceptional, then so is bc(?).
(v) If ?$ is an irreducible representation of G$1(F ) such that bc(?)=
bc(?$), then ?$?$, ?$?$|EF , or ?=?(+, &) and ?$=?(+$, &$) with +v&1
=|EF+$(v$)&1.
Remark 1.4. Strictly speaking 1.3(iv) is not proved in [L]. It is not
difficult to show, however. See, e.g., [M2].
Quadratic base change for SL2 is then at the level of L-packets and can
be summarized by the following theorem. Note that, with notation as in
the theorem, the representations [6i]Si=1 actually factor to PSL2(E ) since
the central character of bc(?) is that of ? composed with NEF [L].
Theorem 1.5. If [?i] si=1 is an L-packet for SL2(F ), then the base
change of [?i] si=1 to SL2(E ) is the packet [6i]
S
i=1 obtained by restricting
bc(?) to SL2(E ) where ? is a representation of GL2(F ) restricting to SL2(F )
to give the L-packet [?i] si=1 .
We now recall some of the results of [M2]. To this end, we first recall
the structure of the orthogonal group H1 , defined above. Let H$1 denote the
generalized orthogonal group attached to Q and V. Then (see [D] for
further details of this discussion) the map 9: G$1(E )_F_  EndF (V )
defined by
9(g, u)(A)=\u0
0
u+ gAg t,
where & denote Galois conjugation coordinatewise, is a homomorphism
into H$1 . It has kernel
{\\a0
0
a+ , N(a)&1+ } a # E_=
and image of index two. Further, H$1$Im 9 < (_) where _ is the element
of V corresponding to the isometry of V given by conjugation and Im 9
consists of those elements in H$1 whose determinant is the square of their
similitude factor. Now consider the restriction of 9 to those elements of the
form (g, u) with N(det g) u2=1; call this group H. Then 9(H) is the sub-
group, H 01 say, of H1 consisting of those elements of determinant one and
H1=H 01 < (_). We map G1(E ) to H1 via the map k(g)=9((g, 1)) for g
in G1 . The kernel of k is \I and thus, in a slight abuse of notation, we can
use k to identify PSL2(E ) with a subgroup of H1 . Then k(PSL2(E )) is the
commutator subgroup of H1 and has index 2n+3 where n=0 unless p=2
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in which case n=[F : Q2]. Indeed, identifying F_ with a subgroup of H 01
via the map i: F_  H 01 defined by
i(a)=9 \ \a0
0
1+ , a&1+
for a in F_, we get that i(F_) k(PSL2(E ))$H 01 and H 01 k(PSL2(E))$
i(F_)i((F_)2). Let j: E 1  H 01 be the imbedding of E
1 in H 01 defined by
j(a)=9 \\a0
0
1+ , 1+ .
We note that i(&1){ j(&1) and that i(&1) j(&1)=&I, the nontrivial
element of the center of H 01 . We note that for a in E
_
i(N(a)) j(aa )=k \a0
0
a&1+ , (1.1)
as is easily checked.
Now let V$ denote the subspace of V consisting of those matrices which
are zero with the possible exception of the (1, 1) entry. Let P denote the
parabolic subgroup of H 01 which stabilizes V$. Then one checks that
P=MN where
N={k \10
a
1+ } a # E=
and M=i(F_) j(E1). Moreover, all proper parabolic subgroups of H 01 are
conjugate to P and thus all irreducible nonsupercuspidal representations of
H 01 may be realized as subrepresentations (or subquotients) of representa-
tions induced from P. We parametrize these representations below. Since
we use normalized induction, we note that the modulus function of P, $P
say, is given by $P(i(a) j(b))=|a| 2F , as is easily checked. Also, note that
$P \k \a0
0
a&1+ +=$P(i(N(a)))=|N(a)| 2F=|a| 2E .
Let T denote the subgroup of PSL2(E ) obtained by considering the
diagonal matrices in SL2(E ) modulo \I. We identify E_( &1) with T
via the map j $: E_  T defined by
j $(a)=\a0
0
a&1+ .
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We view characters of M as characters of P, as usual, by inflation.
We also note that Mk(T )$H 01 k(PSL2(E ))$F
_(F_)2 where the first
isomorphism is via the map induced by inclusion as can be checked using
(1.1) and the second isomorphism is as was noted above. We will thus view
characters of these groups interchangeably. Further, for any character * of
M, we view * |k(T ) as a character of E _ via pullback along j $ b k. Finally,
let det : H1  C_ be the one-dimensional representation of H1 defined by
the determinant map.
Lemma 1.6 (see, e.g., [M2]). If ? is an irreducible admissible representa-
tion of H1 which is in R/(H1), then ?det is not in R/(H1). In particular,
? and ?det are not isomorphic, ?|H
1
0 is irreducible with (?|H
1
0)_$?|H
1
0 and
?, as an element of R/(H 01), is determined by ?|H 10 .
In light of Lemma 1.6, we will at times refer to a representation ? of H 01
as occurring in R/(H1). By this we mean ? has an extension to H1 which
occurs in R/(H1).
Lemma 1.7. [M2]. Let * be a character of M.
(i) If *|k(T ) is not | |E or | | &1E and is not of order two, then
Ind(H 01 , P; *) is irreducible. It is Galois invariant if and only if *
2 is trivial
upon, restriction to j(E 1) or i(F_); in these cases, set ?(*)=Ind(H 01 , P; *).
(ii) If *|k(T )=| |, then Ind(H 01 , P; *) has a unique irreducible sub-
representation, _(*) say, and unique irreducible quotient, ?(*) say, both of
which are Galois invariant. Further, ?(*)=* | |&1.
(iii) Similarly, if *|k(T )=| |&1, then Ind(H 01 , P; *) has a unique
irreducible subrepresentation, _(*) say, and unique irreducible quotient, _(*)
say, both of which are Galois invariant. Further, ?(*)=* } | |.
(iv) Assume *|k(T ) is of order two. Let |* be the associated character
of E_ and let E(*)E be the quadratic extension, associated to |* by local
class field theory. Then if E(*)F is biquadratic, then Ind(H 01 , P; *) is the
direct sum of two distinct irreducible Galois-invariant representations, ?+(*)
and ?&(*) say, each of which remains irreducible upon restriction to
k(PSL2(E )) with the sign being determined by requiring that ?+(*)$
?(*, 1; / b trEF) as a representation of PSL2(E ). Furthermore, in this case *
itself is of order two. If E(*)F is cyclic, then ?(*)=Ind(H 01 , P; *) is
irreducible and Galois invariant. In this case * is not of order two but
*2( j(E1))=*2(i(NEF (E_)))=1. Finally, if E(*)F is not Galois, then
Ind(H 01 , P; *) is either irreducible or the direct sum of two distinct
irreducible representations. In either case, none of the irreducible representa-
tions obtained is Galois invariant.
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(v) The ?(*), ?\(*) and _(*) constructed above exhaust the nonsuper-
cuspidal Galois-invariant portion of the admissible dual of H 01 . Further,
?(*)$?(*$) if and only if *$=* or *$=*&1 and similarly for _(*). Finally,
the representations enjoy no other equivalences.
Theorem 1.8 [M2]. Let ?0 be an irreducible representation of H 01 .
(i) If ?0 is of the form ?(*) or ?\(*) with *| i(F_) trivial or *| j(E 1)
trivial, then ?0 has a unique extension to H1 which occurs in R/(H1).
(ii) If ?0=_( | | ) or _(|EF | | ), then at most one extension of ?0 to H1
occurs in R/(H1).
(iii) At least one extension of _( | | ) or _(|EF | | ) occurs in R/(H1) and
pairs with the Steinberg representation _( | | ) of G1 .
(iv) No other nonsupercuspidal representations of H1 can occur.
(v) Finally, * is determined by *|k(T ) if *| i(F_) is trivial and is
determined by *|k(T ) up to a ( possible) twist of |EF if *| j(E 1) is trivial.
Lemma 1.9 [M2]. Let ? be an irreducible representation of H1 such that
?0=?| H
1
0 is irreducible. Moreover, assume ?0 is of the form ?(*), _(*) or
?\(*), for some * with *| i(F ) or *| j(E1) trivial.
(i) Suppose *| i(F_) is trivial. Then ?0 is of the form ?(*) or ?\(*) and
when restricted to k(PSL2(E)), decomposes as a sum of representations in
the L-packet associated to ?(\, \_), where \ is any character of E_ such
that \(aa )=*( j(aa )) for a in E _.
(ii) Suppose *| j(E1) is trivial. Then if ?0 is of the form _(*), then ?0
restricts to _(* b i b N) on k(PSL2(E)). If ?0 is of the form ?(*) or ?\(*),
then when restricted to PSL2(E ), ?0 decomposes as a sum of representations
in L-packet attached to ?(* b i b N, 1).
Finally, we need the following theorem which is a straightforward
consequence of [C] (see, e.g., [M2]).
Theorem 1.10 [C]. If ? is an irreducible infinite-dimensional representa-
tion of G1=SL2(F ), then there exists ?$ in the L-packet of ? such that ?$
occurs in the theta correspondence attached to / and (G1 , H1), and such that
the corresponding representation of H1 upon restriction to PSL2(E ) decom-
poses as a sum of representations in the L-packet for SL2(E ) obtained from
that of ? by base change.
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2. THE CONJECTURE AND SOME EVIDENCE
In this section we will provide substantial evidence for the following
conjecture. This conjecture refines and generalizes Theorem 1.10.
Conjecture 2.1. Let ? be an irreducible representation of G1 .
(i) ? is in R/(G1) if and only if ? is trivial or ? has a Whittaker
model with respect to / or /b with b in NEF (E _).
(ii) If ? is in R/(G1), then the restriction of %(?) to PSL2(E ) consists
of representations in the L-packet for SL2(E ) obtained from that of ? by
base change.
Proposition 2.2. Conjecture 2.1 holds if the L-packet of ? is a singleton.
Proof. If ? is infinite-dimensional, this follows from Theorem 1.10.
If ? is the trivial representation then, by ([M2, Lemma 4.2], %(?)=
?+(|EF | | ), where ?+(|EF | | ) is the extension of the one-dimensional
representation ?(|EF | | )=|EF of H 01 to H1 with _ acting trivially, and
thus the result follows. K
Remark 2.3. (i) By Theorem 1.2, representations with the prescribed
Whittaker model condition occur. Thus in considering (i) of Conjec-
ture 2.1, it suffices to show that the Whittaker model condition is necessary.
(ii) Recall that i(F_) k(PSL2(E ))=H 01 . Also, as one can check, for
all a # F_, g # PSL2(E ),
i(a) k(g) i(a&1)=k \\a0
0
1+ g \
a
0
0
1+
&1
+ .
It follows that if ? is an irreducible representation of H 01 , then the restric-
tion of ? to k(PSL2(E )) must consist of representations lying in only one
L-packet. Moreover, as in the case of the restriction of an irreducible
representation of G$1(F ) to G1(F ), the restriction is multiplicity free.
The representations of G$1 which do not give rise to singleton L-packets
are of the form ?(%) with % a character of K _ where KF is quadratic and,
as stated previously, are called Weil representations. If ? is a Weil represen-
tation that can be realized as ?(%) with % a character of E _, then we say
? is a Weil representation attached to E and likewise refer to all representa-
tions of G1 in the associated L-packet.
Proposition 2.4. Let ? be an irreducible representation of G1 . If ? is not
a Weil representation attached to E, then (i) of Conjecture 2.1 holds for ?.
If ? is a Weil representation attached to E and has the prescribed Whittaker
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model property of (i) of Conjecture 2.1, then (ii) of Conjecture 2.1 holds
for ?.
Proof. If ? is not a Weil representation attached to E, then, as com-
mented previously, an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.2 is that the entire
L-packet of ? occurs in R/(G1) and has the prescribed Whittaker model
property [M1, Corollary 2.5]. Now assume ? is a Weil representation
attached to E and write ?=?(%; /) or ?(%; /b) with b in NEF (E _) and
% a character of E_. Let * be the character of M which is trivial on
i(F_) and given by %|E1 on j(E 1). First, suppose %|E 1 (and thus *) is not
of order two. Then, for all b in NEF (F_), ?(%, /)$?(%, /b), ?(%; /) occurs
in R/(G1) by Theorem 1.2, and by Kudla’s perseverance result [K2],
%(?(%; /))=?(*). Then the result follows from Lemma 1.9. If %| E1 is of
order two, then choosing b in NEF (E _) so that ?(%; /) and ?(%; /b) are
distinct, both representations occur. Then, as before, by perseverance,
[%(?(%; /)), %(?(%; /b))]=[?\(*)], and then by Lemma 1.9 the result
follows. K
Theorem 2.5. Let ? be a Weil representation of G$1 such that bc(?) is
not supercuspidal. Then the number of representations of H 01 that occur in
R/(H1) and whose restriction to k(PSL2(E )) consists of representations
occurring in the L-packet for G1(E ) attached to bc(?) is equal to the number
of representations of G1(F ) with Whittaker model / or /b with b in
NEF (E _) and whose L-packet base changes to the L-packet for G$1(E )
associated to bc(?).
Proof. Let ?0 be a representation of H 01 that occurs in R/(H1) and
whose restriction to k(PSL2(E )) consists of representations occurring in
the L-packet for G1(E ) attached to bc(?) and let ?1 be a representation of
G1(F ) with the prescribed Whittaker model and L-packet properties. Let
S0 denote the set of such ?0 and similarly define S1 . We need to show that
S0 and S1 have the same cardinality. We proceed by cases.
First, suppose ? is a nonsupercuspidal Weil representation attached to E.
Then ? is in the L-packet attached to ?(1) with 1 denoting the trivial
character of E_. Now bc(?(1))=?(1, 1). Likewise, bc(?(1, 1))=?(1, 1). It
follows then that |S1|=2 in this case. On the other hand, by Lemma 1.9,
?0 must be of the form ?(*) or ?\(*). Now if *| i(F_) is trivial, then by
Lemma 1.9 there exists a character \ of E_ such that \(\_)&1 is trivial and
\(\_)&1|E 1=*| j(E1) b j. Thus * is trivial. On the other hand, if *| j(E 1) is
trivial, then also by Lemma 1.9, * b i b N is trivial on E_. This implies * is
trivial or * is trivial on j(E1) but |EF on F_ and then the result follows
from Theorem 1.8.
Now suppose ? is a supercuspidal Weil representation attached to E.
Write ?=?(%) with % not factoring through N. Then bc(?)=?(%, %_) with
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%(%_)&1 nontrivial and, by Lemma 1.9, ?0 is of the form ?(*) or ?\(*). We
consider two subcases. First, suppose %(%_)&1 is not of order two. If *| i(F_)
is trivial, then by Lemma 1.9, *| j(E 1)=%| E1 b j &1, and we get one element of
S0 by Theorem 1.8. On the other hand, suppose *| j(E 1) is trivial. Then by
Lemma 1.9, * b i b N=%(%_)&1 but this implies (%| E 1)2 is trivial, a contradic-
tion. Thus |S0 |=1 in this case. On the other hand, one checks that only
one L-packet base changes to ?(%, %_) and then |S1|=1 follows. Now
suppose %(%_)&1 is of order two. If *| i(F_) is trivial, then by Lemma 1.9
again *| j(E 1)=%| E1 b j&1. Then by (iii) of Lemma 1.7 and Theorem 1.8 we
get two elements of S0 . If *| j(E 1) is trivial, then by Lemma 1.9, * b i b N=
%(%_)&1. Then for x in F_, * b i(x2)=* b i b N(x)=%(%_)&1(x)=1 and * is of
order two. Thus we get four more elements of S0 by Lemma 1.7(iv) and
Theorem 1.8 since * is determined up to |EF . Hence |S0 |=6. On the other
hand, in addition to ?(%) base changing to ?(%, %_), so do the representa-
tions ?(|Ki F , 1) where K i , i=1, 2, are the quadratic extensions of F that
along with E are intermediate to E(*), with E(*) as in Lemma 1.7. Then
|S1|=6 with ?(%) contributing two elements as do each of the ?(|Ki F , 1).
Finally, if ? is a Weil representation which is not attached to E, then by
Theorem 1.3, bc(?) is supercuspidal if ? is supercuspidal. Thus we may
assume ? is not supercuspidal. Then we can take ? to be of the form
?(|KF , 1) where KF is quadratic with K{E and |KF is the quadratic
character of F_ associated to K by local class field theory, Then
bc(?)=?(|KF)E , 1). Also bc(?(|KF|EF , 1))=bc(?) and then it follows
from Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 that |S1|=4. Now, by Lemma 1.9, ?0 is of the
form ?(*) or ?\(*). If *| j(E 1) , is trivial then by Lemma 1.9, * b i b N=
(|KF)E and it follows that *| i(F_)=|KF b i&1 or |KF|EF b i&1 and thus,
by Lemma 1.7 and Theorem 1.8 we get four elements of S0 . On the other
hand, if *| i(F_) is trivial then by Lemma 1.9, *| j(E 1)=\|E1 b j&1 for some
character \ of E _ such that \(\_)&1=(|KF)E . But then *| j(E 1)=
(|KF)E |E 1 b j&1=1 b j&1 and * is trivial a contradiction whence |S0 |=4. K
We have shown that Conjecture 2.1 holds for non-Weil representations
and have evidence for the conjecture for Weil representations whose
base change is not supercuspidal. We will now provide evidence for
Conjecture 2.1 for the remaining representations, the supercuspidal Weil
representations which are not attached to E.
Lemma 2.6. Let ? be an irreducible supercuspidal Weil representation of
G$1(F ) which is not attached to E. Let ?0 be an irreducible supercuspidal of
H 01 that occurs in R/(H
0
1) and such that the restriction of ?0 to k(PSL2(E ))
consists of representations in the L-packet for G1(E ) attached to bc(?). Then
?0 |EF $3 ?0 .
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Proof. By Remark 2.3(ii) and Theorem 1.1, it suffices to show that
bc(?) i(a)$bc(?) where a is an element of F_ which is not a norm from E_.
Write ?=?(%) with % a character of K_, KF quadratic. Then bc(?)=
?(%KE) by Theorem 1.2. Thus by Theorem 1.1, it suffices to show that a is
in the image of NKEE . But by, for example, [I, Section 7.6], NEKE ((EK)_)
=[x # E _ | NEF (x) # NKF (K_)] and then since a is in F_ the result
follows. K
Before proceeding further we make a conjecture with hypotheses similar
to Lemma 2.6 but with |EF replaced by an arbitrary character of H 01 .
Conjecture 2.7. Let ? be an irreducible supercuspidal Weil representa-
tion of G$1(F ) not attached to E. Let ?0 be an irreducible supercuspidal
representation of H 01 that occurs in R/(H1) and such that the restriction of
?0 to k(PSL2(E )) consists of representations in the L-packet for G1(E )
attached to bc(?). Suppose further that * is a one-dimensional representa-
tion of H 01 such that ?0 * also occurs in R/(H1). Then ?0 $?0 *.
We note that a consequence of Conjecture 2.7 and Lemma 2.6 is that ?0
and ?0 |EF cannot both occur in R/(H1). An analogous result follows
from (v) of Theorem 1.8 in the case when ?0 is not supercuspidal.
Theorem 2.8. Let ? be a Weil representation of G$1 which is super-
cuspidal and not attached to E. Assume Conjecture 2.7. Then the number of
representations of H 01 that occur in R/(H1) and whose restriction to
k(PSL2(E )) consists of representations in the L-packet for G1(E ) attached to
bc(?) is less than or equal to the number of representations of G1(F ) with
Whittaker model / or /b with b in NEF (E_) and whose L-packet base
changes to the packet for G1(E ) associated to bc(?).
Proof. With notation as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, write ?=?(%)
with % a character of K_, KF quadratic, K{E. Then bc(?)=?(%KE) by
Theorem 1.3. Now suppose ?(%$), %$ a character of K$, K$F quadratic, is
such that bc(?(%$)) and bc(?(%)) have the same associated L-packets for
G1(E ). Then using Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 one can check that we may
assume K=K$. Then, using the norm formula for biquadratic extensions
above, one can check that ?(%) and ?(%$) have the same associated
L-packets for G1(F ). It follows then that there is only L-packet which base
changes to the L-packet attached to bc(?). Thus |S1|=s where s is the
cardinality of the L-packet for G1(F ) attached to ?.
Now consider |S0 |. By Remark 2.3(ii), Conjecture 2.7 and the structure
of H 01 , it suffices to show that the restriction of bc(?) to G
+
1 (E ) consists
of s irreducible representations, where G+1 (E )=[g # G$1(E ) | N(det g) #
(F_)2]. Let t denote the number of representations occurring and let S
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denote the cardinality of the L-packet for G1(E ) attached to bc(?). Note
that t | S and we want to show that t=s. We proceed by cases.
First, suppose that both %|K1 and %KE | ((KE)1 are not of order two, i.e.,
s=S=2. Now if a is an element of E_ which is not a norm from (KE )_,
then NEF (a) is not a square in F_ since, as before, NEKE ((EK)_)=
[x # E_ | NEF (x) # NKF (K_)]. Then by Theorem 1.1, t>1 and the result
follows.
Now suppose that both %|K 1 and %KE | (KE)1 are of order two, i.e.,
s=S=4. Let LF be the biquadratic extension associated to % as in
Theorem 1.1. Note that E is not contained in L since ?(%) is not attached
to E and thus EL{EK since EK is biquadratic. Note also that LE is the
biquadratic extension of E associated to %KE . Now let a be an element of
E_ which is not a norm from (EL)_. Then since NLEE ((LE )_)=
[x # E_ | NEF (x) # NLF (L_)], it follows that NEF (a) is not a norm from
L. But since 1(LF ) is of exponent two, NEF (a) cannot be a square in F_
and then the result follows.
Now the case %|K1 of order two while %KE | (KE )1 is not of order two can-
not occur, as is easily checked, and thus we are left with the final
possibility: %|K 1 is not of order two while %KE | (KE )1 is of order two, i.e., s=2
and S=4. This case, however, follows from the following two lemmas. We
note that the last statement in Lemma 2.9 is not necessary for this proof.
We include it, however, since it might be of independent interest. K
Lemma 2.9. Let ? be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of
G$1(F ). Suppose that the L-packets attached to ? and bc(?) have two and four
elements respectively. Let LE be the biquadratic extension associated to
bc(?) as in Theorem 1.1. Then
(i) LF is Galois with 1(LF )$D4 , the dihedral group of order eight,
and E is not the fixed field of the cyclic subgroup of order four.
(ii) That the L-packets attached to ? and bc(?) can have two and four
elements respectively can only occur if p is even or q#3 mod 4, i.e., if and
only if there exists ME quadratic with MF not Galois.
Proof. (i) Set \=Ind(WF , WK ; %) and let \E=\|WE . Then it follows
from the definition of L that L is the center of \E and thus of \ in the sense
of [W] (i.e., the fixed field of the kernel of \ composed with the natural
projection GL2(C)  PGL2(C)). Thus LF is Galois of degree eight and
thus 1(LF )$D4 since \ is irreducible and imprimitive and thus of
dihedral type [W]. The statement concerning E follows from the fact that
\ is triply imprimitive.
(ii) The second ‘‘if and only if ’’ is, if not known to the reader, easily
checked. As for the first, the ( O ) implication follows from (i). Thus
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suppose there exists ME quadratic with MF not Galois. Let L be the normal
closure of M in F . Then one checks that LF is Galois with 1(LF )$D4
and 1(LE )$Z2ZZ2Z. Let %1 be the nontrivial character of L1 (norm
taken to E ) which is trivial on ILE=[xx_ | x # L_, _ # 1(LE )] and then
let %$ be an extension of %1 to L. Then one checks that Ind(WE , WL ; %$)$
2\~ where \~ is a triply imprimitive irreducible two-dimensional representa-
tion of WE . Further, since 1(LF )$D4 , one can check that ILF=
[xx_ | x # L_, _ # 1(LF )]/ILE and thus that \~ extends to a representa-
tion, \ say, of WF . Since \ is of dihedral type, it may be realized as
Ind(WF , WK ; %) for some K and %. Finally, one checks that \ is singly
imprimitive as a representation of WF also, since 1(LF )$D4 . K
Lemma 2.10. Let LF be Galois with 1(LF )$D4 and let EF be
quadratic and intermediate to LF with 1(LE ) noncyclic. Then there exists
an element a of E* which is not a norm from L while NEF (a) is a square.
Proof. Let N : E_  NEF (E_)(F_)2 be the homomorphism induced
by NEF . Then it suffices to show that if KE is quadratic with NKE (K_)$
ker N , then KF is Galois. Now [E_ : ker N ]=2n+1 where n=0 if p is odd
and n=[F : Q2] if p is even since [F_ : NEF (E_)]=2 and [F_ : (F_)2]
=2n+2. Then since ker N #(E_)2, by local class field theory, these are
2n+1&1 quadratic KE with NKE (K _)$ker N . But now consider on the
other hand the number of quadratic KE with NKE (K _)$ker N and KF
Galois; indeed with 1(KF )$Z2ZZ2Z. Write such a K as a composite
EF $ with F $F quadratic. Now NKE (K_)=[x # E_ | NEF (x) # NF $F ((F$)_]
so that NKE (K _)$ker N since NF $F (F $)_)$(F_)2. But then one checks
using local class field theory that there are 2n+1&1 fields K satisfying the
above, whence the lemma. K
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